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OFFICIAL TESTS IN BARCELONA, 
MARIA HERRERA ON THE RISE. 

 
The build-up to the first round of the FIM Superbike World Championship continues, 
with the Biblion Iberica Yamaha Motoxracing Team testing on Monday 29th and 
Tuesday 30th at the Barcelona track. 
After two days of testing at the Misano track last week, Maria Herrera #6 was able to try 
out her bike in an official test, together with colleagues and WorldSSP teams. The 
Iberian rider continued to adapt her riding style to the bike, testing many mechanical 
parts and solutions in search of the best settings. On the first day, with the temperature 
fluctuating between 22°-24° on the track, Herrera posted her fastest lap of 1'46.491 and 
provisional ninth place less than two seconds from the first. 
 
With the significant rise in temperature on Tuesday, all the times dropped and Maria 
recorded a good 1'46.104, keeping her within one second and eight tenths of the 
fastest. This time earned her the fourteenth overall performance out of all the sessions 
held over the two days, allowing her to establish herself in the top half of the 
classification and confirm her competitiveness. 
 
Maria Herrera: "We have finished two days of testing, trying many things, I felt 
competitive and I had a lot of fun. I know we still have a lot of work to do to get to where 
I think we can, but we are trying everything there is to try and the process is slower. I 
continue to improve and work with a smile!" 
 
The warm comment of Sandro Carusi - Team Principal Biblion Iberica Yamaha 
Motoxracing: "I am very happy with the work done by the guys in the team and by 
Herrera. He is working hard to adapt to the riding of his Yamaha and he is doing a lot of 
fine tuning work. What I am most satisfied with is the atmosphere of serenity in which 
we are working and which involves all the components of the Biblion Iberica Yamaha 
Motoxracing Team. 
 
 


